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AVE England Style 44 in wood: between past and present 

 
 
With the new England Style 44 collection, AVE combines the best technology 

to the natural charm of walnut wood, a noble detail 
to customize your interior with a retro touch. 

 
 
Between past and present: the love for tradition and glamour of timeless objects and 
furnishings. With these assumptions AVE presents its newest England Style 44 collection 
in wood. To rediscover the value of time, it's now enough to turn on/off a toggle. 
 
In fact, England Style 44 collection is part of the innovative AVE retro range, that aims to 
valorise the aesthetics of the past featuring an original concept for lighting control. AVE 
retrieves the ON/OF toggle system making it topical again. Hidden behind the toggle 
controls, there are the best of AVE technology: electric diverters, buttons, rolling blind 
switches and switches with illuminated feedback status. 
 
Available also in traditional version, that involves the insertion of the components inside the 
finishing frames, England Style 44 is aimed at those who appreciate the material quality of 
wood and are looking for a noble detail to customize their interiors. England Style 44 
combines perfectly with classical ambiences and vintage furnishings: it’s the ideal solution 
for renovations. The true brass toggles are embedded in natural walnut wood surfaces; 
the AVE logo becomes the signature to find in the past a priceless treasure. 
 
Like the entire retro range, that includes also New Style 44 collections in glass, aluminium and 
Corian, England Style 44 collections is available for both round and rectangular flush 
mounted boxes and meet the needs of the wider international market. England & New 
Style 44 front plates can integrate - in addition to the commands - also white shuko sockets of 
DOMUS series and black/opaque anthracite ones of TEKLA 44, the newest AVE wiring 
accessories series. You can complete retro collections with all 44 System solutions of these two 
series and with revolutionary TEKLA 44 home automation elements with KNX 
technology. 
 
AVE England Style 44 is born to meet the needs of the most demanding customers. 
The best technology combines with unprecedented aesthetics and valuable materials. The 
combination between the natural beauty of the wood and the golden aspect of the brass 
enhances the style of the environments, improving the electrical system in a perfect synthesis 
between past and present, tradition and innovation. 

England Style 44, the best choice for classic or retro interiors. 
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